
1 The e¢ ciency of democracy

1.1 Is public policy as ine¢ cient as monopoly

and theft?

Tullock (1969) stresses the ine¢ ciency of public policy
instruments such as import tari¤s.

And draws analogy to monopoly and theft.

Welfare loss from monopoly is,

(i) triangle.

(ii) rectangle next to triangle, because of rent dissipation
from e¤orts made to secure monopoly rights.

(And there may be more losses because of unsuccessful
e¤orts made to prevent monopoly.)



Welfare loss from theft,

Theft is a pure lump sum transfer, so should not entail
any "triangle" losses.

But incentives are a¤ected by the possibility of theft.

If amount X can be stolen,

possible victims willing to spend up to X to prevent theft,
and

prospective thieves willing to spend up to X to undertake
theft.

So even when theft per se does not destroy resources,
actions to make it less/more likely do.



Welfare loss from tari¤s,
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* Right triangle

* Left triangle from ine¤ective use of factors

(switching from imports to domestic technology is equiv-
alent to government forcing �rms to use less e¤ective
technology).

* Left trapezoid (pro�ts) dissipated through rent-seeking
e¤orts.



� Tullock�s emphasis on the possible ine¢ ciency of
public intervention and political outcomes charac-
teristic of the Virginia school.

� In contraposition, Chicago economists made state-
ments in two main directions:

* In economics, it is traditional to argue that if agents
do something, there may be hidden merits to it, so
perhaps observed political interventions are less in-
e¢ cient than alternatives not adopted.

* Political competition among candidates should mit-
igate ine¢ ciencies if these are costly to voters.

* Competition may be among politicians, or interest
groups.



1.2 Interest group competition and e¢ -

ciency

Becker (1983) proposed a model of competition among
pressure groups for political favors

Two groups compete: one to obtain subsidies (group S)
and the other to avoid being taxed (group T)

* The amount of taxes on T depend on amount of in�u-
ence exerted by T, and

* The amount of subsidies for S depend on amount of
infuence exerted by S

* Resources for subsidies come from taxes, and

* In�uence by T (S) depends on pressure e¤orts by both

* Pressure depends on unitary contribution of group mem-
bers to group, and on number of members

* Dead weight losses in taxation and subsidization drive
wedges between total taxes and subsidies



Main proposition of the paper:

An increase in deadweight cost reduces the equilibrium

subsidy.

Explanation:

* more deadweight loss in taxation makes T to lobby
harder (with higher DWL, given subsidies, taxes become
tougher on T);

* more deadweight loss in subsidization makes S to lobby
less hard (with higher DWL, given taxes, subsidies are
less attractive to S)

So system displays �intrinsic� tendency to protect tax-
payers against those who obtain subsidies.



Implications

If higher DWL imply smaller subsidies, observation of
large policy favors (oil quotas, support prices and tari¤
protection for agriculture) must mean:

(i) These favors either entail small DWL (i.e. they are
�cheap�) or,

(ii) these favors entail hidden gains that dwarf DWL

(EXAMPLES in next slide)

(iii) the favored groups have extraordinarily e¢ cient polit-
ical organization to overcome intrinsic advantage of tax-
payers.



EXAMPLES of policies with DWL and hidden gains:

* Protection to car industry

Industry receives shock of sharpened foreign competition.

Local industry workers have developed industry-speci�c
human capital.

If they lose jobs they can be re-employed elsewhere but
with lower productivity (and wages) and their human cap-
itals lost

Government intervention through protection (incurring
DWL) can help industry absorb shock and become a gen-
uine competitor, avoiding human capital losses

If lack of competitive edge persists, as speci�c assets
depreciate DWL become relatively large and protection
fades (deregulation is called for)



* Public ownership

Public companies may pursue redistributive policies (e.g.
employment targets). So productive e¢ ciency not the
right benchmark to evaluate their overall e¢ ciency.



Corollary:

E¢ ciency-enhancing policies are more likely to be adopted
than e¢ ciency-reducing policies.

Reason: DWL make T more powerful and S less powerful.

So, all else equal, a group that requests a favor with low
DWL (or even e¢ ciency gains) more likely to prevail

In fact, for any distributive arrangement, groups would fa-
vor more e¢ cient means for redistribution and reap gains

General conclusion:

(i) relatively e¢ cient policies are more likely to be
observed than relatively ine¢ cient ones, and

(ii) competition among pressure groups favors e¢ -
cient methods for redistribution



Observations:

� Political process is a black box:

* Government not explicit player,

* Political competition for public o¢ ce (e.g. elections)
not modeled

* Institutional environment unde�ned (in fact, analysis
could apply to dictatorships as much as democracies)

� Are allocative policies and redistribution always sep-
arable?



1.3 E¢ ciency-enhancing devices in democ-

racy

Wittman (1989) proposes like-minded defense of political
machinery as promoter of e¢ cient outcomes

But institutional detail is �ner:

� Attention restricted to democracies. Important role
played by:

Electoral discipline, political parties, internal organi-
zation of legislatures

� Overarching idea:

The market for policies (i.e. democracy) functions
as e¢ ciently as the markets for goods. Markets for
goods are e¢ cient, and hence so is democracy



For Wittman, most political failure results are due to arbi-
trary assumptions we would not easily accept for modeling
economic markets:

� customers (i.e. voters) are stupid or badly informed,
or subject to informational bias

� property rights are not well de�ned nor easily trans-
ferable (i.e. high transaction costs), preventing Coasian
outcomes

If we lift these features (as we are ready to do with mar-
kets), failures disappear

We next discuss four possible sources of ine¢ ciency



1.3.1 The role of electoral competition, party rep-
utation and monitoring

* Politicians try to �sell� product to voters. They may
have opportunistic temptations, but,

* Just like �rms, parties care about their reputation in
order to encourage repeat purchase. So parties (like long-
lived �rms) constrain the opportunistic tendencies that
their current members may have:

Parties constrain shirking (bribe taking, low performance,
ideological switching after election)

* Parties monitor each other (Note: would denounciations be
credible?)

* Elections are a cheap method to administer takeovers



1.3.2 Information imperfections

Models of political failure typically rely on,

* voters ignoring policy details because of �rational igno-
rance�

* voters being di¤erentially informed across areas/activities
because of di¤erent concentration of bene�ts/costs

* voters having biases in information when the latter is
provided by interested parties

According to Wittman,

(A) amount of information held by voters has been un-
derestimated, and

(B) biases exaggerated



(A) Underestimation of information in the hands of voters

* If voters do not have enough information, a political
entrepreneur has incentives to provide it, and win o¢ ce.
(Note analogy to market entrepreneur who seeks innova-
tions to develop new products).

(�Again: are statements by a politician credible? And what if politi-

cian is smeared by those who stand to lose from his/her revelations?)

* Party line provides a lot of relevant information. Vot-
ers do not need to do much research. Party positions
regarding an issue convey su¢ cient info

(note�could analyze ideology as information economizing device. But

it could dis-inform certain decisions)

* Voters can look at those funding and endorsing can-
didates to decide upon them. Who big supporters are
conveys information

(�what about cases when most donors give to both candidates?)



(B) Exaggeration of info bias

* If sources of info introduce bias, rational voters should
discount it

* Large elections with Condorcet features robust to sub-
stantial bias. So hard to see why voters would be con-
stantly fooled



1.3.3 Transaction costs

E¢ cient outcomes require low transaction costs so that
mutually advantageous trades can be realized

Political institutions lower transaction costs.n

* Simple majority rules economizes on negotiation (vs.
supermajorities and unanimity)

(Note: use of simple majority in itself evidence that negotiation costs

are high! Otherwise we could ensure Pareto optimal outcomes under

unanimity)



* Small numbers in Congress guarantee e¢ cient logrolling

(but check Riker and Brams, APSR 1973 on ine¢ cient logrolling)

* Committee structure: specialization by �topic�) com-
mittees attract most interested parties

Externalities imposed by Agriculture committee on
urban dwellers must be small or we would see urban rep-
resentatives at Agriculture committee

* Committees de�ne political property rights, and these
can be used as currency in political negotiations



E¢ cient rent shifting

Wittman argues that rents will be granted through e¢ -
cient means.

EXAMPLE: defense contractors will convince voters that
they need a cash subsidy, rather than convincing them
about the need for the country to have more weapons.

(TRUE?)

E¢ cient rent seeking

* Political institutions (such as campaign contributions)
allow for low DWL methods for competing for rents

And, after all,

* If rent seeking is not a problem in economic markets,
why should it be in political markets?



1.3.4 Pressure groups, legislative failure, and me-
dian voter outcomes as potential sources of
ine¢ ciency

(i) Pressure groups may have concentrated interests against
di¤use interests of taxpayers, but power of sheer numbers
is overlooked. Even if a slight increase in tax bill on nor-
mal tax payer a¤ects her chance of reelecting incumbent
by small margin, this (multiplied by millions) may count
more for the incumbent than �certain� votes from the
pressure group

(ii) Usual argument for legislative failure dwells on leg-
islators representing districts and seeking reelection by
directing �pork barrel� to them



Wittman: small size of Congress, the existence of political
parties and committee structure should allow for trades to
internalize all externalities present in pork. National po-
litical parties would have an interest in eliminating pork,
and voters should reward representatives that do not pass
pork

�Politicians do not win reelection by maximizing the amount

of pork that comes to their districts, but rather by maxi-
mizing the welfare of some set of actors (voters or pres-
sure groups).� (page 1410.)

(�what if districts play prisoners�dilemma through representatives,

and set wrong reward/punishment scheme?)



(iii) Median voter outcomes 6= Samuelson public goods
condition as source of ine¢ ciency

Wittman: result follows from solving a problem with two
dimensions using a single instrument. No end to �fail-
ures�we can produce using such recipe. In real life politi-
cians will �nd a second instrument. For instance, lump
sum transfers. If there is not one, then hard to argue this
is a failure of democracy

(iv) Ine¢ cient policies in multidimensional spatial voting
models

As long as policy allocation and distribution can be sepa-
rated, electoral competition will result in wealth-maximizing
policy choices.

Reason: For any policy P 6= P � (the wealth-maximizing
policy) and a distribution of income D, a candidate can
always do better by proposing P � and keeping distribu-
tion D



Balance sheet

� Observers/academics grown tired of spotting what
seem ine¢ cient forms of public intervention, and
point at problems with asymmetric information and
transaction costs (the Virginia School view)

� Becker/Wittman and others point out that:

* if a policy is observed it may entail hidden e¢ ciency
gains, or at least be less ine¢ cient that feasible al-
ternatives,

* political institutions promote e¢ ciency in political
markets, at least as much as in economic markets

(The Chicago School view)



1.4 Towards a resolution of the Virgina vs

Chicago debate

Defense contractors would always like a subsidy, rather
than making a complex case that the country needs more
weapons

Now imagine taxpayer�s response to claim:

�The weapons industry would like some cash.�

Imagine taxpayer�s response to claim:

�Intelligence info says the country is in danger, so the
government should defuse danger by going into a pre-
emptive war�this, of course, will unfortunately take con-
tracting for some new weapons.�



Crucial element in 1st statement: industry wants money
(taxpayers dislike it, but transfer method is e¢ cient)

Crucial element in 2nd statement: taxpayers need a pol-
icy, which incidentally may carry some money to industry
(and implementing policy when not needed would con-
stitute an ine¢ cient method of transferring income to
special interest)

Coate and Morris (1995) o¤er a model where fully ratio-
nal citizens are uncertain about:

1. How necessary a policy is, and

2. About whether politicians are �good�(i.e. only want
to pick policies that are necessary) or �bad�(i.e. have a
preference for directing income to a special interest)



Main result due to Coate and Morris:

� In equilibrium, politicians may use ine¢ cient meth-
ods to transfer income to a special interest.

� Reason: the e¢ cient method reveals the politician�s
leaning to the special interest. To avoid losing elec-
tions, bad politician chooses ine¢ cient method (i.e.
going to war when there is no need) exploiting the
fact that with some probability the policy is indeed
necessary



1.4.1 The Model

Players

* Incumbent politician with type i 2 fg; bg

* Citizen

* Special interest (passive player)

Citizen and special interest

Citizen has payo¤: uc = yc +B � t;

where: yc: citizen�s initial income; B and t: bene�ts from
public project and tax payments

Special interest has payo¤: ys = R+ T;

where R: income from public expenditures in project, T :
direct transfers from govt.



Policies

There is a public project that yields citizen a bene�t B 2
fBH ; BLg;BH > BL, and costs C

Project also yields revenue Rs to special interest

Two states of nature: 0 and 1. High returns BH occur
w prob � 2 f�0; �1g; �1 > �0

I.e., In state 0, B = BH ; w.prob. �0;

and B = BL; w.prob: 1� �0

In state 1, B = BH ; w.prob. �1;

and B = BL; w.prob: 1� �1



So, citizen�s expected net gain from project is,

in state 1: �(�1) � �1BH + (1� �1)BL � C;

in state 0: �(�0) � �0BH + (1� �0)BL � C < 0:

Note �(�1) > �(�0):

Assumption 1: �(�1) > 0; �(�0) < �Rs:

I.e. project is pro�table in expected terms for citizen in
state 1, but not in state 0. Moreover, in state 0 the
expected loss for citizens from project are higher than
gains to special interest (project socially desirable only in
state 1). So project in state 0 is an ine¢ cient way to
make transfers to special interest



Politicians

Politicians come in two types: i 2 fg; bg (good and bad).

Payo¤s:

for good: vg(uc � yc) (smooth, increasing);

for bad: vb(uc � yc; ys) (smooth, increasing, concave)

Assumption 2: vb(�(�0); Rs) > vb(0; 0):

I.e., bad politician (bp) prefers to implement socially un-
desirable project to direct revenues to special interest
rather than doing nothing



Information structure (or who knows what and when)

* Citizen does not know state of nature � nor politician�s
type

Citizen knows: � = �1 w prob � (and � = �0 w prob
1 � �), and reputation of politician: citizen has initial
prior on incumbent politician being good=�I

Citizen observes politician�s actions: whether or not he
implements project, and/or makes transfers to special in-
terest. What he does not know (because of not knowing
�) is whether decision on project is appropriate

* Incumbent �nds out � before making decision on project

* Citizen will �nally observe B, but this is only a noisy
signal of whether politician made decision taking the citi-
zen�s interests to heart (project may succeed when � = �0
and fail when � = �1)



* Incumbent knows his initial reputation �I

* At end of 1st period a challenger politician appears.
Citizen gets noisy signal of challenger�s type so can only
assess him to have good type w prob �C

* Reputation of challenger not known at the beginning
of �rst period, so perceived to be drawn from cumulative
distribution function G(�)



Timing of game

Nature chooses
Incumbent type i5{g,b} and
Prob of project success S 5 {S0,S1}.

Incumbent decides on
project (D 5 {P,N})
and transfer (T 5§+)

If project implemented,
N chooses B 5{BH,BL}.
Incumbent’s 1st period record
is (D,T,B).

N chooses type of challenger.
Election is held (citizen
compares VC with updated beliefs
on incumbent).

1st period 2nd period

Winning politician
makes a transfer decision.

Figure 1: Timing: two period game.



De�ne: T �(x; z) = argmax vb(x � T; z + T ), (or bp�s
transfer when pre-transfer utilities for citizen and special
interest are x and z)

Also: v�b (x; z) as utility level obtained by bp after direct-
ing transfer T �(x; z)

Assumption 3: (i) T �(x; z) 2 (0; yc � C); (transfer will
not bankrupt citizen)

(ii) vb(x; z) + �v
�
b (0; 0) > v�b (x; z); (implies bp willing

to refrain from choosing most preferred transfer if that
will guarantee reelection).

Assumption 4 (gp always behaves e¢ ciently):

(i) vg(�(�1)) > vg(0) + �vg(0):

(ii) vg(0) + �vg(0) > vg(�(�0)):



Strategies

A strategy for the incumbent is:

+ a rule specifying both project and transfer decision in
the 1st period for each type he might have and each
realization of �

(In 2nd period there is no project decision nor elections,
so each incumbent decides on transfer according to his
own type. Similarly for challenger who only gets to play
in period 2)

A strategy for the citizen is a rule specifying the proba-
bility that he will reelect the incumbent, depending on:

+ the incumbent�s 1st period record (D,T,B) and the rep-
utation �C of emerging challenger (the citizen will com-
pare posterior �P (D;T;B) against �C; hence, record
(D,T,B) generates reelection chance G[�P (D;T;B)])



Beliefs

The citizen�s beliefs on incumbent�s type at time of elec-
tion depend on incumbent�s initial reputation �I , and on
record (D,T,B)

Solution concept

We look for a perfect Bayesian equilibrium. This consists
of a strategy for incumbent, citizen and challenger, and
beliefs for citizen, such that:

1. The citizen�s beliefs are consistent with incumbent�s
strategy (i.e. generated by Bayesian updating wherever
possible)

2. The citizen�s strategy is optimal given his beliefs and
the strategies of incumbent and challenger

3. The incumbent strategy is optimal given the citizen�s
beliefs and strategy, and given the challenger�s strategy



4. The challenger�s strategy is optimal

Note: focus on equilibrium with monotonic beliefs (EMB:
satis�es that posterior on incumbent�s type is higher the
lower the transfer T )



1.4.2 Results: ine¢ cient form of transfers in equi-
librium

Useful lemma: a gp chooses (P,0) or (N,0), while

a bp chooses: (i) if � = �1, (P,0), (N,0) or (P,T1);

(ii) if � = �0, (P,0), (N,0) or (N, T0).

(T1 maximizes bp�s utility when � = �1 and project�s on;
T0 maximizes bp�s utility when � = �0 and project�s not
on).

Explanation: a gp will never make transfers T: they lower
his utility and lower reelection chances under monotonic
beliefs. Thus, any observation of T>0 leads citizen to
believe incumbent is bad and vote him out. A gp then
will choose either (P,0) or (N,0). A bp then may imitate
gp, or, if making transfers, act unconstrained and choose
actions maximizing 1st period utility both in terms of
project and transfer.



Proposition: Under assumptions 1-4, if initial reputation
of politician is su¢ ciently high, then in the EMB the
good incumbent always behaves e¢ ciently (i.e. chooses
(P,0) if � = �1 and (N,0) if � = �0), while the bad
incumbent chooses (P,0) (which is ine¢ cient when � =
�0). So in equilibrium ine¢ cient transfers are made to
special interest.

Proof: We check this is an eq. (Uniqueness left as an
exercise).

Eq. strategy for incumbent (as in proposition); Beliefs
for citizen; Strategy for citizen (reelect incumbent if pos-
terior on his being good is higher than chances that the
challenger is good); Strategy for challenger (trivial).



First we calculate the citizen�s posterior beliefs after ob-
serving incumbent�s 1st period record. If gp always be-
haves e¢ ciently and bp always chooses (P,O), posteriors
will be:

�P (P; 0; BH) = Pr(i = g j (P; 0; BH))=
Pr(i=g;B = BH)

P (B = BH)
=

=
Pr(i = g;B = BH)

P (B = BH j i=g)P (i=g) + P (B = BH j i=b)P (i=b)
=

=
�I��1

�I��1 + (1� �I)[��1 + (1� �)�0]
:

�P (P; 0; BL) = Pr(i = g j (P; 0; BL)) =

=
�I�(1-�1)

�I�(1-�1) + (1� �I)[�(1-�1) + (1� �)(1-�0)]
:

�P (N; 0; 0) = Pr(i = g j (N; 0; 0)) = 1
(easy: bp always chooses (P,0) in eq.):



These beliefs, as calculated, are consistent with equi-
librium strategies of incumbent (derived by using Bayes
rule). So condition 1 for equilibrium is satis�ed.

And assume that if citizen were to observe any transfers
(i.e. any record (D, T>0, B)) he will think the incumbent
is bad (i.e. �P (D;T > 0; B) = 0):

Optimality of citizen�s strategy of reelecting incumbent if
posterior on him being good is higher than challenger�s
is obvious. So condition 2 is satis�ed.

Condition 4 also trivially satis�ed as challenger only plays
in second period, when incumbents only have to make a
transfer decision, which is made according to type.)



We now check optimality of incumbent�s strategy, given
citizen�s beliefs and strategy. (Condition 3). To do this
we compare payo¤ in eq. with payo¤ from other actions
allowed for in lemma.

Good incumbent: (possible actions: (P,0), (N,0).)

a) if � = �0, vg(uc�yc) is maximized by not implement-
ing project (P yields negative expected returns �(�0))
and not making direct transfer T . So e¢ cient behavior
(N,0) obtains.

b) if � = �1, payo¤ from e¢ cient action (P,0) is

vg(�(�1)) + � Pr(reelect j �1)vg(0),

while that of (N,0) (which would be ine¤) is

vg(0) + �vg(0).



E¢ cient action chosen if,

vg(�(�1))+� Pr(reelect j �1)vg(0) > vg(0)+�vg(0);

or,

Pr(reelect j �1) > 1�
vg(�(�1))� vg(0)

�vg(0)
; (1)

so good incumbent would choose e¢ cient action in good
state if Pr(reelect j �1) is close enough to 1.

Can it be?



The chance of reelection in the eyes of incumbent who
already knows � = �1 but still ignores whether B will be
BH or BL is:

Pr(reelect j �1)=�1G[�P (P; 0; BH)]+(1-�1)G[�P (P; 0; BL)]

or,...



Pr(reelect j �1)=

= �1G

(
�I��1

�I��1 + (1� �I)[��1 + (1� �)�0]

)
+

(1-�1)G

(
�I�(1-�1)

�I�(1-�1) + (1� �I)[�(1-�1) + (1� �)(1-�0)]

)
;

in words: the chance the project yields BH , times the
chance the challenger�s appeal will be lower than the
posterior reputation of incumbent after citizen observes
record (P; 0; BH); plus the chance the project yields BL,
times the chance the challenger�s appeal will be lower
than the incumbent�s posterior reputation after the citi-
zen observes record (P; 0; BL) .

Note expressions in brackets are increasing in �I ; and
equal to 1 when �I = 1. So for �I su¢ ciently high,
Pr(reelect j �1) is su¢ ciently close to 1 so as to guar-
antee inequality (1) is satis�ed and gp chooses e¢ cient
action when � = �1. Hence good incumbent will always
behave e¢ ciently. What about the bad one?



Bad incumbent

a) When � = �0 (possible actions: (P,0), (N,0), (N,T0)).

Payo¤ from (P,0) is,

vb(�(�0); Rs) + � Pr(reelect j �0)v�b (0; 0) � A.

Payo¤ (N,0): vb(0; 0) + �v
�
b (0; 0) � B:

Payo¤ (N,T0): v�b (0; 0).

For (P,0) to be chosen against (N,0) and (N,T0) we need,

A > B; and
A > v�b (0; 0).

First inequality holds if Pr(reelect j �0) is high enough
because vb(�(�0); Rs) > vb(0; 0) from Assumption 2.
Use A > B; plus Assumption 3ii saying B > v�b (0; 0).
Then transitivity yields A > v�b (0; 0).

So to ensure a bp chooses (P,0) when � = �0 we now
need to check Pr(reelect j �0) can be high enough if
initial reputation is high enough.



Pr(reelect j �0) =

= �0G

(
�I��1

�I��1 + (1� �I)[��1 + (1� �)�0]

)
+

(1� �0)G
(

�I�(1-�1)

�I�(1-�1) + (1� �I)[�(1-�1) + (1� �)(1-�0)]

)
;

in words: the chance the project yields BH , times the
chance the challenger�s appeal will be lower than the
posterior reputation of incumbent after citizen observes
record (P; 0; BH); plus the chance the project yields BL,
times the chance the challenger�s appeal will be lower
than the incumbent�s posterior reputation after the citi-
zen observes record (P; 0; BL) .

Note expressions in brackets are increasing in �I ; and
equal to 1 when �I = 1. So for �I su¢ ciently high,
Pr(reelect j �0) is su¢ ciently close to 1 so as to guar-
antee bp always chooses (P,0).



b) When � = �1 (possible actions: (P,0), (N,0), (P,T1)).

Payo¤ from (P,0): vb(�(�1); Rs)+� Pr(reelect j �1)v�b (0; 0).

Payo¤ from (N,0): exactly as before.

Payo¤ from (P,T1): v�b (�(�1); Rs).

Payo¤ from (P,0) exceeds payo¤ from (N,0) because:
payo¤ from (P,0) increases with � (as Pr(reelect j �1) >
Pr(reelect j �0)), while payo¤ from (N,0) stayed the
same, and payo¤ from (P,0) was already higher than that
of (N,0) when � = �0.

Payo¤ from (P,0)>payo¤ from (P,T1) if,

vb(�(�1); Rs)+� Pr(reelect j �1)v�b (0; 0) > v
�
b (�(�1); Rs):

This will be satis�ed, from assumption 3ii) vb(x; z) +
�v�b (0; 0) > v�b (x; z), if Pr(reelect j �1) su¢ ciently
close to 1, which can be shown will happen as before, if
initial reputation �I is high enough.�



What�s going on: we have a simple game which, in equi-
librium, displays transfers to special interest in ine¢ cient
form (a public project in state of nature when project is
undesirable�e.g. going to war when not necessary).

This happens despite of voters being fully rational.

Intuition for result: bad incumbents like to direct income
to special interest. Good incumbents don�t. In state
where public project yielding income to special interest
is socially undesirable, it would be preferable that bad
incumbent uses a direct transfer to channel resources to
special interest. But this uncovers to the public the bad
politician�s leaning to special interests. So, if his initial
reputation is su¢ ciently high (so that his chances of re-
election are high), the bad politician prefers to use ine¢ -
cient, but less transparent, instrument to provide income
to special interest, in order to preserve reelection chances.



Observations

* Ine¢ ciency requires two uncertainty elements: (i) Citi-
zen uncertainty on desirability of policy, and (ii) on type
of politician. Without the politician�s concern for rep-
utation (stemming from citizen not knowing politician�s
type), e¤ect would not arise.

Proposition: If citizens know all politicians to be bad,
even when they do not know �, there exists a voting
rule that forces politicians to make transfers to special
interests in an e¢ cient way.

(This does not force bp to act always fully in citizen�s interest, but

in bad state an e¢ cient transfer is used, rather than the project).

* Result also requires lack of commitment on citizen�s
side. Suppose that reelection chances after records (P; 0; BH),
(P; 0; BL) and (N; 0; 0) are as before. But now, if politi-
cian chooses (N,T=Rs), citizen commits to reelect him
with probability �0G[�P (P; 0; BH)]+(1��0)G[�P (P; 0; Bl)].
A bp has now no incentives to choose P when � = �0.


